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About This Game

Lake Ridden is a story-driven, first-person puzzle game! A cozy supernatural adventure where you unravel a
mysterious past, trying to find your sister. Luckily, you are not alone....

You are Marie, a 13-year-old girl and the year is 1988. The warm summer is giving way to the first signs of autumn.
Reluctantly, you join your younger sister and her friends for one last camping weekend in the wilderness of Maine. It was going
just great, but the second night by the sizzling campfire, an argument with your sister ended with her running off into the forest.

While searching for her, you stumble upon an old forgotten estate.

To solve the mystery, and ultimately find your sister, you must investigate for clues, solve tricky puzzles and communicate with
former residents!

Key Game Features

Puzzles, Mystery, and Exploration
Lake Ridden is a story-driven mystery, focusing on narration, atmosphere and challenging puzzles.
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A Beautiful Setting
Uncover an old estate filled with mysteries, explore a stunning forest and experience a cozy time-bending adventure.

Challenging Puzzles and Investigation
Solve tricky puzzles and look for clues as you investigate your sister's disappearance.

Experience a Rich Story
Immerse yourself in a narrative where you'll get to know Marie and other characters as you dive deeper into the mystery.

Created by former Minecraft and Paradox developers. Lake Ridden is not a horror game, nor a walking simulator.
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Title: Lake Ridden
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Midnight Hub
Publisher:
Midnight Hub
Release Date: 10 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher (64bit only)

Processor: Intel core i3-2100T @ 2.5GHz or AMD FX 610

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 650Ti or AMD Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Basic Match 3 game. Beat the "quest" line in about 2 hrs. Took about 5 for the "arcade" mode which was 100 lvls. Good to buy
on sale.. Good game, except for 1 horrible, game-breaking bug with no cause. Out of absolutely nowhere, I will start moving
right... it's impossible to say still. It persists indefinitely until either I ALT+TAB out and back into the game, (which causes it's
own game-breaking bug as well, actually...) or restart the game. I can't give this a positive review until this gets fixed.. from
wkwk land. The thing about this game is that it's an adaption of a choose-your-own-story adventure book. As such, there's not
much "gameplay" - it's literally just clicking the mouse to advance text boxes and select options. And after you've played
through the whole thing as each character once or twice, a lot of the game becomes pretty repetitive. But if you're a Shakespeare
fanatic or someone who's read Hamlet before and likes playing games, To Be or Not To Be is definitely for you. I liked Hamlet
because it was utterly absurd, and TBoNTB allows you to both rationaly resolve the situation and take the ridiculousness of the
original play to a whole other level.

TL;DR: If you've read Hamlet at least once before, love choose-your-own-adventure novels, and have a silly sense of humor,
this is the game for you!. I'm hardly the first to notice the similarity, in both the "styles" and the release dates, of this and
another - also similarly TITLED - game called Card Hunter. Now, I have no interest in which of these products is the chicken
and which is the egg, and am merely pleased to announce that these two games have at least as much NOT in common as they
have, well, in common!

  The main differences which I can readily deduce, having not played an ENORMOUS amount of either, are (drum roll, please):
In Card Hunter, you play a party of adventurers, while in this one your Crusader crusades alone; the gameplay of Card Hunter is
mainly comprised of a series of stand-alone combat scenarios, with some prose in-between to tell the "story", while in this one
you actually move around and actively "explore" a dungeon; and last, but certainly not least for many of you cheap-skates out
there, Card Hunter is FREE while this one costs money.

  Me, I don't care too much about such petty issues - I'm the direct descendant of noble birth, my family has been burning and
beheading the less privaleged for centuries now, so I've NO end of riches to burn - but for you plebs who can't afford ten dollar
games, even when they're 75-90% off, I guess I'm obliged to help you with the oh-so-hard decision of whether to buy this game
(or fork out for, I dunno, a pack of chewing gum or something instead).

  My advice for now would be this: Try out Card Hunter first, since it poses no such overwhelming financial dilemmas, and if
you enjoy that, well...this one may well be worth a purchase also, especially if your biggest disappointment with the free game in
question is that you don't get to actually WALK AROUND A DUNGEON. This one possibly also has the slightly less
condescending sense of humour - Card Hunter is a nudge-nudge, wink-wink "nerd"-fest of the highest order - but on the whole,
they're both pretty self-deprecating, both pretty "zany", both reasonably fun, and both have, er...cards (in "virtual"\/digital form,
of course). Personally, I like 'em both about equally thus far; which is to say, quite a bit, but not to the extent that I want any of
the developers to bear my first-born children. After all, I'm really not sure they're worthy of my noble seed...

  With no further ado, I endow this game with PRECISELY the same recommendation and rating which I gave it's semi-
namesake, which would look a bit like...wait for it...
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Verdict: 8\/10.

(My work here is done. Now, if you'll excuse me, I'm off for a spot of peasant-hunting. No, not "pheasant"-hunting. PEASANT-
HUNTING. Someone has to keep their numbers down. Toodle-hoo for now!). You can hit monsters with a gold club
Best game in ever made 1000/10 give it an oscar
. Foosball Street Edition .

Foosball Street Edition is a game that I did not like it at all.
It is a game with a foolish concept more than reused. In my opinion , there is a very low amount of football games that change
the nature of the game and are still successfull. Foosball Street Edition was not suceesfull.

Gameplay : 30/100 - Very confuse. I do not understand what was going on and it just simply did not looked natural . I know it is
supposed not to be natural , but still.. It is not satisfatory.

Sounds : 45/100 - Very basic stuff. Not very appealing.

Graphics : 45/100 - Still very basic stuff. I played similar games in my phone. In fact, they had better graphics and a more
demanding engine.

Overall I give this game a evaluation of 40/100

I do not recomend.
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I have decided to write this review, because all the negative ones it got.
They almost dissuaded me from playing it.
It's not about them not recommending the game, but the reasons they give as to why they don't. I finished the game and I don't
even understand what some of them are even talking about.

The game is either the, or one of the first tries of the developers and it kind of shows.
It's unrefined at times, but in my experience, not enough to be a bother.

Starting from the beginning.

The characters are mediocre at best, but the dialog is generally\u00a0nicely written and entertaining, so it balances out.

The story is nothing special, but still solid. You essentially play a woman you discovers she is the rightful heir to a throne that
was stolen from her when she was a child. So you set out with your new companions to reclaim it from an empress who, let's say
proves to be a bit of a menace to humanity. That's pretty much it, but with more dragons and prime evil demons from hell trying
to kill you than I let to believe. Yeah, there is a lot of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665going on and are
casually\u00a0swimming in\u00a0it.

Gameplay wise now.

The game has no difficulty settings, which seems to be the reason it drives people away.
Having said that, I found the game to be\u00a0of easy to medium difficulty with the\u00a0only\u00a0hard area being optional.
But if you are anything like me, in an rpg there are no "optional" areas, I\u00a0refuse to\u00a0acknowledge that term. I will
come back to\u00a0the game's difficulty later.\u00a0Let's just say this\u00a0game\u00a0shouldn't have the "casual" tag it
currently holds on Steam. Not much in common with Eurotruck Simulator here.

Now, if you do not\u00a0have a bit of experience with rpgs of this kind, you could end up having a hard time.
There is a threat mechanic which is presented in the form of a % and\u00a0in most cases\u00a0corresponds directly to the
chance of each character being targeted. You will want your tankiest character to have the highest one, especially in boss fights,
so threat management is a core element of combat.
The combat is turned based and each character has a large collection of skills (around 20 each) which you unlock progressively.
These skills\u00a0include damaging (daah) healing\/curing and buffing \/ debuffing\u00a0ones, to use in various cases.
Admittedly you will end up usually\u00a0using only\u00a0a select few of them, but for almost all of them there\u00a0came a
time when I was glad I had it.\u00a0
Except\u00a0"slow poison" and\u00a0\u00a0"protection from holy". Seriously, the first one is just LIES and the second one is
as useful as "protection from good alignment" in dnd games.

You will end up unlocking all of them, so there is no real\u00a0choice to be made.\u00a0On the other hand you also can't go
wrong, which might be a concern as one of Deadly Sin's biggest\u00a0problems, is the lack\u00a0of precise\u00a0information.
For example there are skills that state in the description "increases party's intelligence" or "decreases enemies' strength". How
much? Well, I guess that much.
Lack of info is always annoying, especially in these kind of games.

I understand why some\u00a0people found the combat repetitive, but personally I only got tired of an area\u00a0twice. And
one\u00a0them was optional\u00a0

Each of the areas of the game you enter is divided in smaller ones. Each on of those is like walking in the grass\u00a0in
pokemon games.\u00a0Microsoft word just underlined the word\u00a0pokemon. Shame on you Microsoft word. Anyway you
will be getting random encounters every few steps (more than a few actually), which you can\u00a0end by finding a crystal in
each\u00a0of\u00a0the smaller\u00a0areas and deactivating it.

Coming back to the difficulty. I found it to be consistent throughout the game and I never had to grind for either gold or exp.
If you use your skills efficiently no random encounter will pose a problem and after you fight a particular group once or twice,
you will have learned how to quickly dispose of them.
There where a few\u00a0people who found the last boss either very hard or unbeatable.
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One flat out claimed that it is impossible to beat some of the bosses without cheating, like what \u00bf

Small spoiler here.
Not only did I find it pretty manageable, but in most of the above mentioned cases, it's not even the final boss they are talking
about. After that there is one more large area with the "true" last boss this time, and a huge\u00a0optional one which is a lot
harder than anything else in the game. To be fair the area before the "true" last boss is way longer than it should be at that point,
but come on it's like one area.

I was actually surprised by how much extra content there was in the end.

Last but not least, the music is great. Not only in this, but in all of their games.

Overall\u00a0I enjoyed the game a lot and\u00a0I believe that at least fans of\u00a0turned based
rpgs\u00a0and\u00a0especially people who like mastering a game's mechanics like me, would certainly enjoy it too.. Incredibly
stylish, incredibly frustrating, incredibly satisfying.. TL:DR, 5.5\/10.
Beautiful aesthetics and soundtrack, however it has been over two years since the release of chapter one with absolutely no word
on the remainder. Currently only 1 of 5 chapters is released, and that barely occupies two hours of gameplay.

World Building:
The world design is pretty to look at but permits little in terms of actual exploration. The world map is very decieving in this
matter since the game is utterly linear. The lore behind the world was somewhat interesting but not at all fleshed out because the
size of the play-able world was so tiny.

Game Design:
The character dialogue was children's book cheesy at best using standard dialogue boxes. Character animation was poor.
Controls were very clunky; walking around was fine but interacting with objects using a mouse and keyboard? Forget it, took
multiple clicks to get the character to interact with something. They also incorporated a way to rotate your camera using your
mouse button that was very counter-intuititve, made navigating the maze considerably more difficult and nauseating. The
puzzles in this game were otherwise lackluster, numbering only several.

Overall:
There is a good foundation to build upon here. To the studio, I hope you rehire your sound designer and music composer. The
developers definitely have their work cut out. Elsewise, I hope there will be some news about future releases because I can't
recommend this game in this current alpha-like stage.. I recommend even if I only play 1 hour

but for now I will not play more. to much repetition

I was expecting to have the ability to develop more the taste of the wine like adding fruit or chocolat.

I love the minimalism setting. This game has alot of potentiel , I will keep a eye for update. I bought Bot Colony a few years ago
and I don't regret it even though the game is still in early access and probably will be for some time. This game is something
completely different and unique. The developers of this game have succeeded in bringing to the market some completely new
game mechanics that other companies are just dreaming about. They have come up with their own new AI mechanics for this
game and made them part of the gameplay.

I would recommend this game for people who:
- Like games with new and unique approaches, new experiences
- Like games\/genres with a bit slower gameplay (compared to fast paced action games)
- Like to support a small company that works hard to start a completely new kind of genre of video games that will bring the
whole industry forward
- Are interested in AI, robotics, technology or scifi
- Are interested\/prepared to play around a bit with robots and learn to communicate with them (Isn't really hard but not
recommended for the most inpatient players or those that expect perfect AI that will be able to communicate with you like
another human, the technology isn't really at that stage yet)
- Are interested in playing a game with a lot to offer but that is still a work in progress and rough around the edges in some parts
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The game is amazing as it is but would be even more great if the devs find a new publisher who will see the real potential of this
game\/genre and the ambition and skills of these developers so we would be able to enjoy even more of their work in the future!
There is no limit to the potential this genre and game series has with the right amount of work and money, I believe the
technologies in the game will continue getting better and better with time.

I believe this game is ahead of it's time in many ways, in the future there will probably be more games that attempt to add
similar mechanics to their games. Right now this is the best you can find and a game worth playing if you are interested in AI or
games that offer new and unique experiences.. I've been waiting to write this review, because I kept thinking that maybe I just
didn't get It Lurks Below. I read so many reviews raving about this game being a beautiful mix of Terraria and Diablo, and after
9 hours of grinding...I still don't see it. Sure it may look like Terraria with lots of loot like Diablo, but it lacks the charm and
enjoyment that either game has.

There are so many baffling development decisions, like a single song on loop (as of today that was fixed, but why wait so long to
bring in new music?); an overabundance of useless weapons making you meticulously go back to the surface and sift through 15
weapons with slightly varying numbers; 5 item slots making building anything more of a chore than anything; or my least
favorite decision: an inventory menu that takes up the entire screen, yet a crafting and bank menu that requires you to go
through multiple lists to find what you need.

UI problems aside, the combat is too hectic to actually have any strategy involved, 70% of the time it will just be you stat
checking mobs to the face, the other 30% of the time will be you harassing them from range where they cant hit you. Most
every fight comes down to if you have previously found armor and weapons that will allow you to survive.

Honestly, overall I just felt like I kept playing waiting for the game to start, I feel like I never experienced what people are
raving about in reviews. Heck, what I played didn't even seem half as cool as what I saw in trailers. But I feel like after 9 hours,
if I still haven't experienced any joy in a game waiting for end game content, the pacing is just not well done. There's a place for
this game, if you're really into old style games you'll probably be into this, but I think it takes the type of person that still plays
retro games like Diablo 2 to appreciate what this game offers, because anyone casual player who plays modern games will be
more frustrated at It Lurks Below than enjoying the time spent in it.

. Devilish, Pinball Quest, Breakout, RPG elements.... Well not really RPG but the story line... It's well written and gives you a
giggle! The developer has a good sense of humor in the story while delivering a quality game where you guide the ball and hit
certain items to progress in the game. It's such a good game that I think they should pursue a license to operate this game as a
stand alone machine, possibly Bar Arcades? It would earn lots of quarters,

You can see the quality and love they put in here and you would appreciate its simplicity yet deep arcade like gameplay.. Infinite
space 3 is the third game from the infinite space franchise, about spaceships, they now dared to go to 3D gameplay, and it kind
of works for the galactic map but that's as much 3D there is.
In this game you start in terran home planet buying your first ship and explore planets finding allies,enemies,items to sell so you
can buy a better ship or buy new allies mercenaries, and i would like to say more but that's all there is.
The game abruptly ends after about 8k days giving you a score and there's a lot of replayability but the maps are always the
same and most of the events are so.
Managing more than 1 ship in battle is quite difficult, specially the smaller ones since they're too tiny and there's no save
feature.
Still i give it a so-so score since i know this is in development and there's a lot of chances for this to become a great game, only
thing we can do is pray and wait.
It can be worth the 10$ if you're a fan of these games, but better wait for bundles, they even sold it for 1$ for 24 hours because
they admitted they lacking money to finish some aspects of the game, so if you want to help them then pay full price

Mac and Linux Version, August 24th!:
Sword Mans is coming to Mac and Linux this Friday, August 24th!
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You'll have a chance to get the earbuds and penguin hat just for launching between August 24th and August 31st. After that
you'll have to get them the old fashioned way, with drops or gold.

Check out the new trailer on the store page now!. Release Date Has Been Announced!:

Prepare your spellbook! And most importantly, prepare your heart as you will soon be part of the dark, twisted story of love and
family.
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Yes! The release date for My Lovely Daughter is out!
https://youtu.be/3Dkvg1Y_1C0
My Lovely Daughter is coming to Steam for PC, Mac, and Linux on 8 March 2018!. Grass:
Hi all,

Fairly minor update gameplay wise, but a pretty noticeable one. I've added destructible grass, since many of you asked for it to
be included in the game. I've also modified the scale of the buildings on the map, making them much smaller and more realistic
relative to the units in the game.

Lastly, I made it so that using the Rest order and dragging over an area would also include buildings as possible rest locations,
rather than being confined to trenches/dugouts.

Hope you enjoy the game!. The checkpoint update:
Singularity 1.1.1 is finally live with the following highlights:

-Remapped and added checkpoints to avoid repetition of cinematics - get straight back into the action! Checkpoints that just
skip the introduction cinematic will not influence the score.

-LIV mixed reality compositing support (streamers please get in touch if you need support!)

-Added controls map to main menu

Bug fixes:
-Fixed Arachnoid disappearing in level 4 when the hint to beat the shield phase appeared. A big thank you to everyone who
helped report this bug.
-Removed unwanted sound when starting or using checkpoint in level 4
-Fixed title display in level selection
-Fixed spelling in level 1 grenade tutorial. Update Including new Map!:
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Update Changelog:

- New Map : OpenSpace
- Grenade controls improved (trigger push to unpin, trigger release to throw)
- Performence improvement
- More rooms displayed

Bugs fixed:
- Dead objects on buying stations fixed
- Performence Loss over room time fixed
- Room corruption when creator leaves between round fixed
- possible random crash fixed
- 9 people rooms fixed
. Feel like the champion:
What helps sportsman in hard competition? Of course, this is spectator's support. That is why there are sports fans in our game.

Some statistic. There are more than 100 spectators in one location. Each of them greets joyfully players and watches the race
with interest. We used 10 animations for sports fan movement.

Did you feel the support of our animated spectators during the race?. v1.3.7 - Perks:
-You can choose "perks" in your character selection screen.
-40 perks added.
-new hotkey: Hold "Crtl" while pressing build button: choose location of a workshop/resource. (idea submited by tuti250)
-The dark elves are no longer in the Aurora faction.
-New playable race: "Astalan" (created for the crowdfunder "Aelfyr")
-Soldiers are more expensive.
-The experience gained by attacking is the inverse of attack speed.
-"War Horses" and "Unicorns" are no longer give xp to stamina. (Thanks to tuti250)
-minor bugs corrected.. Version 3.03 Patch 14:
/********************** version 3.03 patch 14 ************************/
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1. Fixed an issue causing a CTD with trains.

2. Icon names should now show correctly in the terrain editor.

. VARIETY PACK 8 - OUT NOW!:

20% OFF 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/957904/. Matchy Star Match-Them-All:
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We announced Matchy Star in early 2018 and people have started reaching out to us about the game already. We have no
official launch date just yet because we want to finish up the game first, so we decided to share game game development notes
to talk more openly about Matchy Star game design as it comes along.

When we decided to create Matchy Star, we were hoping to build a casual yet charming match 3 experience with a little bit of
personality. It has been a continuous process of design, in which we are still trying to find that just right balance of elements. At
first, we experimented with having the game strategically place new gems based on how the board is laid out, we wanted to
make it much more fun though. After letting some time pass, found more games like Lemmings and Chu Chu rocket to get
inspiration from, and finally a lot new ideas were implemented in Matchy Star making it an interesting ‘Match-Them-All.’

In Matchy Star, it is possible to move pieces around unlike other match 3’s because it is not about matching a set number of
matches to get through the level. Instead it is about doing the massive matches on the ship's path, and keeping up the ship's fuel
which is what determines if you make it through the level. It is not a linear swap and match. Instead, it is a puzzle to optimize
the best way to match given the grid opportunities per level and the paths that the ships will travel on. These design choices
make Matchy Star a challenge that demands skills, rather than luck.

Matchy Star is not a single-dimensional Match 3, it has the core mechanics of a Match 3 and at the same time it has multiple
elements from different genres. There are advancements that come with content, from the typical bonuses and itemization, all
the way to clicker mechanics to interact with the game differently.

We continue to work on the different layers fleshing out ideas till the game feels as fun as it gets. Matchy Star is still in
development and you can support us by wishlisting the game right here on Steam ～☆ 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/782430/Matchy_Star/
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